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FOCUS GROUP MEETING: 

ELANDS RIVER CONSERVANCY 
 

Venue:           Waverly Conference Centre, Elands River 
Date: Wednesday, 07 October 2009 
Time: 18:30 
 
 

1 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 
Dave Blair thanked the attendees for attending the Focus Group Meeting and requested that 
each person introduce themselves and their position within the Elands River Conservancy. 
 
The attendees were: 
Elands River Conservancy: 
Mr Mark Dodd 
Mrs Ilse Dodd 
Mrs Jenny Eldridge 
Dr Deon Pilcher 
Mr Serge Smetrys 
Dr Nina Wozniak 
Eskom: 
Ms Joyce Mashiteng: Project Manager 
Mr Thamsanqa Ngcobo: Transmission Planner 
Ms Lerato Mokgwatlheng: Senior Environmental Advisor 
Mr Dean Wilson: Servitude Negotiator 
SiVEST: 
Dave Blair: Project Manager 
Nicolene Venter: Public Participation 
 

2 PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 
 
The purpose of the Focus Group Meeting was to discuss the proposed routing of the 
transmission lines, within the Northern Corridor as per the Final Scoping Report, through the 
Elands River area. 
 
Dave Blair informed the Conservancy Members that the EIA process is at a stage where the 
corridors can still be changed and the Members’ suggestions and recommendations were 
requested to assist SiVEST in ensuring that a feasible routing is identified that can be 
assessed in detail during the impact phase of the EIA. 
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3 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 
Dave Blair gave a brief overview regarding the proposed Thyspunt Transmission Lines 
Integration Project (TTLIP) and the current Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) status. 
 
Sensitive areas have been identified through the scoping phase and corridors identified where 
the proposed power lines could run through. One of the sensitive areas identified is the 
Elands River, and the FGM serves as an opportunity to inform the Elands River Conservancy 
Committee that SiVEST will not be routing a power line through the Conservancy, or any 
Conservancy. Detailed investigations will take place during the EIA phase for an 
environmentally suitable routing / corridor. The attendees were informed that at this stage 
there is an alternative whereby a routing might be obtained through Longmore Forest, and 
specifically their fire breaks.    
 

4 DISCUSSION SESSION 
 
4.1. Mark Dodd informed the project team that the map did not reflect all the properties 

that make up the Conservancy. 
 
Nicolene Venter informed the attendees, for clarification purposes, that the 
properties as indicated on the map are properties as provided to SiVEST by Mr 
Smetrys and some of the property names provided could not be traced for 
incorporation. Detailed information e.g. Title Deed names and portion numbers were 
not provided and it can be assumed that a number of the farm names forwarded 
were not the names as per the DEED Office. Key information required includes the 
farm name and portion number as per Title Deed. 
 
It was agreed that Mr Smetrys would provide updated information of the properties 
that are registered with the Elands River Conservancy. 
 

4.2. Dave Blair informed the attendees that SiVEST read the report that the Conservancy 
submitted and requested that the Conservancy verbalise their vision and goals for 
the Conservancy and their way forward in terms of land-use. 
 
Lise Dodd antwoord deur te sê dat Elandsriviervallei is ‘n deel van die Oos-Kaap wat 
nog onaangeraak is en die Bewarea se visie is: 

• dit wat hulle het, te bewaar – soos in detail in die verslag beskryf 

• grondherstel teweeg te bring na waar dit 40 tot 50 jaar gelede was, en daarna 

• om ‘n omgewing daar te stel waar mense geestelike en liggaamlike oplewing 
kan ervaar. 

Na-vergaderingsnota: 
Lise Dodd word versoek om te bevestig of die 3rd punt korrek genotuleer is 

 
Translated: 
Lise Dodd replied that Elands River Valley is a portion of the Eastern Cape that is 
still relatively untouched, and the Conservancy’s vision is to: 
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• conserve what they have – this is described in the report submitted 

• rehabilitate the land to its condition as it was 40 to 50 years ago; and thereafter 

• establish an environment where people can experience spiritual and physical 
upliftment. 
 

Post-meeting note: 
It is requested that Lise Dodd please confirm that the 3rd bullet has been interpreted 
correctly. 
 
Mark Dodd added that the Conservancy also wants to: 

• involve the farmers and educate them to move away from traditional ways of 
farming against nature 

• instill an appreciation for and to work with nature rather than against it 

• educate people to identify alien invasive plant species and how to eradicate 
them to allow establishment of natural vegetation. 

 
Lise Dodd further mentioned that they are working with Mr Tinus Vermaak on the 
tourism potential of the area. As indicated in the report, there are established tourism 
infrastructures in the Valley. It is envisaged to place sign boards at the road entering 
the Elands River Valley and this signage will take place in consultation with the 
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality. 
 

4.3. Dave Blair enquired as to how the working relation with the Conservancy’s primary 
adjacent landowners such as Cape Nature Conservation (CNC) and MTO (Longmore 
Forest) as conservation and commercial will have contrasting views on alien 
vegetation. This question was raised to get an understanding of how this contrast will 
work together by having an organization that is working with alien invasion species 
and on the other side Nature Conservation such as the Groendal Nature Reserve and 
their planning to link all the Nature Conservation areas into one conservation area. 

 
Deon Pilcher neem die gesprek een stap terug en noem dat: 

• die Bewarea se visie nie net nou ontstaan het nie, maar dat daar oor die jare 
reeds heelwat gedoen is. Met verwysing na die inligting soos in die verslag vervat, 
het ‘n groot groep groneienaars reeds meer as R1m uitgelê aan infrastrukture 
soos lodges, konferensiesentrum, plase is reeds omhein vir wild, van die plase is 
reeds aangevul met wild wat in die omgewing sal aanpas. Hier word dus gepraat 
van geld - geld wat reeds geïnfesteer is. Daar is dus reeds heelwat lonende 
besighede in die Vallei. Daar is rekords wat aadui dat vanaf 1999 word daar 
pogings aangewend om ‘n Bewarea te stig, maar kon tot onlangs toe nie gevestig 
word nie. Baie van die ouer boere het nie die visie gehad om hul plase en die 
Vallei te ontwikkel nie want julle was bekommerd dat die Bewarea hulle sal voorsê 
wat hulle op hulle grond(e) moet en mag doen. Die begrip waaroor ‘n Bewarea 
gaan was nie daar nie; 

• Elands Rivier Vallei het ontwikkel tot ‘n toegangsroete na Baviaanskloof; en 

• Die Bewarea kan op hierdie stadium SiVEST nie meedeel oor hoe hulle ‘n 
samewerkingsooreenkoms met Longmoreplantasie gaan bewerkstellig nie. Daar 
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was vir die Bewarea nog nie ‘n geleentheid gehad om met MTO te daaroor te 
gesels en te verneem hoe en wat hulle tot die Bewarea kan bydra. Die Bewarea is 
tans alleenlik in gesprek met SiVEST rondom die Transmissiekraglyn aspekte en 
deel die projekspan mee dat dit sy opinie is om saam met SiVEST te werk. 

 
Translated: 

Deon Pilcher took the discussions one step back and commented that: 

• The Conservancy’s vision was conceived some years ago. In terms of the 
information provided in the report that they’ve submitted, a large group of 
landowners have already invested over R1m on infrastructure such as lodges, 
conference centres, game fencing, some farms have already been stocked with 
game that can adapt to this type of environment. Reference is thus made that 
large sums of money have been invested to date. Profitable businesses have 
therefore already been established in the Valley. Records are available that since 
1999 attempts have been made to establish a Conservancy for this area but were 
not formally registered until a few months ago. The older farmers did not had this 
vision and was concerned that should they join a Conservancy, that the 
Conservancy would prescribed to them what they can and cannot do on their 
property(ties). The understanding of what a Conservancy is, was not understood; 

• Elands River Valley has developed as a entrance route to the Baviaanskloof; and 

• The Conservancy cannot, at this stage, inform SiVEST regarding their possible 
joint venture with Longmore Forest as an opportunity has not yet presented itself 
to have discussions with MTO. These discussions will be to enquire from MTO 
what they what and how they can contribute to the Conservancy. The 
Conservancy is currently only in consultation with SiVEST regarding the Tx power 
lines and informed the project team that it is his opinion to have a close working 
relationship with SiVEST. 

 
Serge Smetrys added that the Conservancy had already spoken to CNC’s Director, 
Mr Graham Kerley, and he indicated that the Conservancy was a very positive move 
taking into consideration that it will link up with Groendal Nature Reserve. 
 

4.4. Dave Blair explained that it did not therefore make sense to create a power line 
servitude to the north of the Conservancy, but rather to the south along the boundary 
with MTO. 
 
In relation to Longmore Forest, the team had an FGM with MTO to discuss the routing 
through Longmore Forest. MTO realized that a route might not be feasible on their 
southern border as it will impact negatively on their income and hence they proposed 
further consultation to discuss alternatives through the area e.g. by making use of 
their fire-breaks. SiVEST was informed that the property adjacent to MTO is 
registered to the Department of Public Works (owned by Department of Water Affairs 
and Forestry (DWAF)) and further west the adjoining property belongs to Cape 
Nature Conservation – in summary the properties immediately north of Longmore 
Forest’s fire break is owned by DWAF. MTO is the lessee. 
 

4.5. Nina Wozniak mentioned that although the map is flat and all looks good, they own 
property adjacent to the Bulk River and also adjacent to MTO, and should the 
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Transmission power lines be constructed adjacent to their property it will be visible to 
the entire valley and that would result in a massive visual impairment. 
Mark Dodd also indicated that properties within the Northern Corridor are privately 
owned and not owned (or leased) by MTO. 
 
It was decided that SiVEST will source landownership information from MTO, DWAF, 
CNC and the DEED Offices regarding the properties referred to the meeting. 
 

4.6. Deon Pilcher stated that properties with power lines running across are not sought 
after as the property cannot be developed for tourism purposes. Therefore properties 
with tourism activities / infrastructure will lose tourism attraction due to the visibility of 
power lines. Visual impact stays the same, even when the lines are constructed 
outside the boundaries of a farm. This visual impact is unacceptable to him. 
 
Dave Blair acknowledged the views expressed regarding the visual and tourism 
impacts. Desk-top level environmental studies were done during the scoping phase 
which took visual and tourism impacts into consideration. During the impact phase, 
more detailed environmental studies would be undertaken. The visual study will 
include the compilation of a view shed, which will provide landowners with a visual 
sense of what they will see from a viewpoint on their property.  Note is taken that the 
Conservancy already indicated that visual impact is unacceptable. SiVEST’s 
challenge would be to use topography in conjunction with the land ownership to try 
and find an environmentally suitable corridor. 
 

4.7. Mark Dodd raised the question, the one that was raised at numerous meetings and in 
documents submitted to SiVEST, as to why the Nuclear Power Station could not be 
built at Grassridge or Dedisa where the power is needed. Reference were made to 
initial research (not detailed) done in reference to a Nuclear Power Station in Japan 
where the power stations are built on seismic active land – therefore the technology is 
available to address the seismic land at Grassridge and Dedisa. Other references 
were also made e.g. Dubai where nuclear power stations are built on reclaimed land 
and sand. As mentioned at the previous meetings and the Conservancy’s report, the 
cost of constructing the proposed Transmission power lines could be re-allocated to 
stabilizing the ground at Grassridge or Dedisa. 
 
Deon Pilcher added that if considerations were given for alternative sites locations for 
the nuclear power station, he would like to which site and the reason for opting for the 
Thyspunt site. 
 
Serge Smetrys supported Mark Dodd’s comments and stated that at a solution 
suitable for everyone involved be looked at and not only looking at where the 
transmission lines could be constructed. 
 
Lise Dodd enquired whether the project team could consider the proposal mentioned 
by Mark Dodd. 
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Dave Blair responded that the question regarding the Thyspunt site for the proposed 
nuclear power station plant is one of the most important questions raised by I&APs 
and SiVEST have raised the same question with Eskom. It is important to understand 
that the way SiVEST deals with this question is that it is actually not part of this EIA 
process and the Thyspunt project. The way that SiVEST has raised the question with 
Eskom is through the “no go” alternative which needs to be evaluated in terms of the 
EIA Regulations. The “no go” alternative is what happens if nothing happens here 
which means if the nuclear power station is built somewhere where the Transmission 
power lines are not required, there is not Transmission power lines EIA. Those who 
read the draft and final Scoping Reports would have noticed this point being 
highlighted in the reports. The site for the nuclear power station goes back to Eskom’s 
strategic planning and the strategic planning for the nuclear power station was many 
years ago to address the long-term nationwide power requirements for the country. 
He requested whether the Eskom team present can respond to this point. 
 

4.8. Nina Wozniak raised the concern regarding the hastiness and pressing manner in 
which this EIA is being conducted, and that this has been highlighted on numerous 
occasions.  It is assumed that I&APs affected by the other sites in the Western Cape 
raised the same questions and probably receives the same argument. She enquired 
as to know why they are being put under pressure as if this is the final site. She 
stated that the EIA process doesn’t look to be an authentic process, as this concern 
has been raised previously in the meetings and the feeling is that they are being 
pressured to accept the proposed site. 
 
Dave Blair, requested as earlier, that this concern be addressed by Eskom in terms of 
the strategic planning relating to the roll out of the nuclear power stations, the sites 
that have been selected and the EIAs that have been done this far. 
 
Thamsanqa Ngcobo responded that from Transmission’s point of view they are 
working from a premise that Eskom and the Government strategically wants to 
increase nuclear power for about 20 gigawatts (20 000 Megawatts) within the next 20 
years. It is against that background that it is envisaged that each of the sites is likely 
to be developed as Nuclear-1, Nuclear-2 and Nuclear-3, and EIA processes are 
underway for each one of these sites.  He further mentioned that currently the energy 
is at 2 gigawatts. The Pebble bed is planned at 4 gigawatts, and that leaves 14 
gigawatts to be sourced from other nuclear power stations. He made it clear to the 
Conservancy that he is not qualified to respond to nuclear issue as his main focus is 
Transmission power lines. 
 

4.9. Nina Wozniak raised the viewpoint that there seem to be a confusion amongst Eskom 
as Mr Ngcobo pointed out that the sites are Nuclear-1, Nuclear-2 and Nuclear-3 and 
the media had also mentioned them as such. However her understanding is that 
Nuclear1 is Thyspunt Nuclear Power station, Nuclear2 to be developed next to and 
megawatts would be increased and Nuclear3 would be nearby too. 

  
Thamsanqa Ngcobo responded that although he understands the confusion regarding 
Nuclear1, Nuclear2 and Nuclear2, he could not respond to it and urged the 
Conservancy members to register as an Interested and/or Affected Party (I&AP) in 
the Nuclear Power Plant EIA consultation process and voice their concerns and 
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viewpoints with them. He mentioned that their involvement could influence the 
decision of the EIA for the Nuclear Power Plant and could possibly lead to 
reconsideration of the Thyspunt site. 

 
4.10 Serge Smetrys mentioned that at the Arcus Gibb's meetings, concerns were raised 

that the Transmission power lines can be constructed without the Nuclear Power 
Plant, but the Nuclear Power Plant cannot be constructed without power lines, and 
therefore the two EIAs cannot be separated from each other. It was mentioned at the 
Key Stakeholder Meeting that Nuclear1 is definitely Thyspunt, if approved, Nuclear-2 
next to it and Nuclear3 next to it. According to the minutes this was clear, otherwise it 
was miscommunication. 

 
Dave Blair indicated that there could probably be a mix-up with the names and 
requested whether Eskom would like to respond. 

 
Thamsanqa Ngcobo reiterated his earlier comment that he would prefer not to 
comment on Nuclear Power Station comments / issues and specifically as to how the 
nuclear capacity will be rolled out as he is not the correct or informed person to speak 
on behalf of Generation. What he has responded to Eskom cannot be held to it and 
that these comments / concerns / issues be submitted to Generation. 

 
4.11 Serge Smetrys mentioned that he has been Chairman of the Mountain Club and is 

involved with conservation in general, and with this background it is his observation 
that it would be a fatal flaw if Nuclear2 and Nuclear3 are to be constructed north of 
Thyspunt. He commented that this issue needs to be raised as the planned 
expansion of Nuclear1 could negatively impact on World Heritage site in the area 

 
Deon Pilcher requested the contact details of the relevant people to contact so that 
the Conservancy can be informed of what they have in mind if Thyspunt was not 
successful and what alternatives do they have in mind. 
 
Post-meeting note: 
The EIA consultants undertaking the EIA for the proposed Thyspunt, Koeberg and 
Bantamklip Nuclear sites are: 
Arcus GIBB 
Ms Jaana-Maria Ball 
E-mail: nuclear1@gibb.co.za 
 
Dave Blair explained that the notion that Transmission power lines, in terms of 
infrastructure, are linked to the Nuclear Power Plant is an acceptable one. SiVEST 
has a legal mandate to look at environmental impacts associated with Transmission 
power lines and not the Nuclear Power Plant. It was reiterated that the responses 
provided by the project team present cannot be held accountable for their responses 
as the people who has the information and correct responses are Eskom Generation. 
It was said that it is his understanding that Eskom wants three Nuclear Power Plants 
of which the Thyspunt site would be one of them. It is not a matter of all three sites 
being investigated and one will be identified as the preferred site.  
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4.12 Nina Wozniak objected to the assumption that the Transmission power lines can go 
through the Conservancy area and said the moment they agree on the Transmission 
power lines, it would create the impression that they are in agreement with it, 
including the Nuclear Power Station. 

 
Dave Blair stated that it is critical important that Ms Wozniak understands what he is 
about to say and that is that I&APs are not obliged to agree to anything. They have 
the right to submit their objection(s) – that is their right through the EIA process. He 
mentioned that the attendees need to note that Eskom has a national responsibility to 
provide energy to the whole nation and SiVEST has been appointed to undertake an 
EIA on behalf of Eskom to find a environmentally acceptable corridor, and that is 
technical feasible for construction. This is one of the key activities that the 
environmental and technical team is aiming to reach through the consultation 
process. It was further mentioned that if I&APs object to a strategic objective of 
constructing power stations and power lines, that is acceptable within the 
environmental legislation. However, an I&AP’s objection(s) has to be substantiated by 
scientific and sound content to the objection(s). SiVEST is aiming to run a transparent 
EIA and consultative process, and thus in no way fighting for Eskom’s rights. It was 
reiterated that the project team is trying to find a suitable corridor that can 
accommodate the required number of Transmission power lines hence SiVEST 
embarked on the consultation process. 

 
4.13 Nina Wozniak responded that Mr Smetrys has pointed out were that once Nuclear1 

has been constructed and the extension had taken place, there will be more 
Transmission power lines required. The landowners might be under the impression 
that they are save for the next 5 years and invest money into developing their 
properties, just to be called to another EIA – maybe not by SiVEST – what then. 

 
 Dave Blair replied that this was a very relevant question and referred to the five 

400kV Transmission lines for the TTLIP and enquired from Eskom how many MW 
can be transported by these lines, and will it be sufficient should Nuclear1 be 
expanded. 

 
Thamsanqa Ngcobo responded the number of Transmission power lines currently 
being proposed will be more than what Nuclear-1 would require. However, Should 
Nuclear-2 and Nuclear-3 be constructed, additional Transmission power lines might 
be required. This cannot yet been confirmed as this option has not been investigated 
yet.  

 
Dean Wilson stated that the comment was fair, considering that there would be a 
power station with the possibility of increased capacity. Should this happen, the 
number of lines would increase. The actual load capacity required for the country can 
be provided to the Conservancy and it is recommended that it be provided with the 
draft minutes of the meeting. 
Post-meeting note: 
Information could not be secured prior to the distribution of the draft Minutes but the 
information will be provided as soon as it becomes available. 
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Information that is currently available, as communicated throughout the Nuclear-1 
plant site and the Transmission power lines EIAs, the Nuclear-1 roll-out will be for a 
20 000 Megawatt power station. 

 
4.14 Serge Smetrys commented that when the capacity of the Nuclear Power Station 

increases and there are existing power lines, it would pave the way for an argument 
that the land has already been degraded and objections to more lines would thus not 
stand. 

 
4.15 Mark Dodd made reference to the frequently mentioning by Dave Blair regarding the 

strategic planning and mentioned that we all know there is a need for power in the 
country. The Conservancy has various correspondence and newspaper issues where 
Eskom has admitted that they are planning to be the supplier of energy in Africa. A 
conclusion thereon he said was that Eskom does not want to generate power for 
South Africa but has other ideas such as exporting it to Africa. The peculiar aspect he 
said is that all South Africans are expected to finance Eskom.  

 
Dean Wilson responded that it is good that such views are aired so that fears of 
paying customers can be allayed as this is not the case. Perceptions and 
assumptions such as this will be taken to Eskom. 

 
4.16 Deon Pilcher confirmed that to summarise the discussions taken place up to now, as 

discussions keep going around in circles, is: 

• SiVEST, doing the EIA for Thyspunt Transmission power lines, has no 
jurisdiction over the Thyspunt Nuclear Project 

• SiVEST is consulting with the Conservancy in terms of should the Thyspunt 
Nuclear Power Project proceed, Transmission power lines will be constructed 

• SiVEST presented the corridors as per the map, and to investigate whether the 
proposed power lines could be constructed out of the Conservancy’s site. With 
the topography that SiVEST will be using, there is a possibility that the 
Transmission power lines will not be visible to the Conservancy. 

• Whether the Conservancy wants the power lines here or not, that has nothing to 
do with SiVEST. 

• If they need to raise their comments / concerns / recommendations regarding the 
proposed Thyspunt Nuclear Power Plant, there is another consultant that need to 
be contacted 

• Who will supply them the names with who the Conservancy can have a meeting 
to discuss their concerns and/or recommendations 

 
Dave Blair confirmed the above and replied that Nicolene Venter would forward the 
contact details of the relevant EIA consultant for the proposed Nuclear Power Plants 
project. 

 
Nicolene Venter added that all issues raised regarding the proposed Thyspunt 
Nuclear Project have been captured in the I&RR and Eskom, in turn, has forwarded it 
to Arcus Gibb to respond to the I&AP(s) / stakeholders who’ve raised the issues.. 
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4.17 Deon Pilcher stated that his understanding of SiVEST’s role is that of information 
gathering rather than taking a decision in the aspect of whether the lines can be taken 
away from Elands River. The message for SiVEST is to take the proposed power 
lines out of the Elands River so that it is not visible. 

 
Dave Blair responded that the purpose of the FGM is to provide the Conservancy an 
opportunity to raise their concerns and suggestions that would lead to an acceptable 
corridor for the proposed Transmission power lines. It needs to be clarified that 
SiVEST did not commit to the power lines being taken away or out of the 
Conservancy’s visual site – that is the recommendation made by the Conservancy. 
The key issues raised within the first 20 minutes of the FGM are more strategic 
concerns, relating to visual impact and totally objection (rejection) to the construction 
of Transmission power lines through the Conservation area, even on the other side of 
the hill on MTO’s property. 

 
4.18 Nina Wozniak commented that if there was only one power line, then what would has 

been discussed within first 20 minutes of the meeting would have been fine. But, in 
terms of the issues raised by Mark, Searge and Deon regarding additional lines 
through the area in terms of the possible expansion at Thyspunt, they went back and 
discuss the matter. The issue now is about the cumulative impacts of additional 
power lines. 

 
Dave Blair concurred, saying that if he owns a property in Elands River, his concern 
would be exactly the same as those present. He commented that he is trying to assist 
with formulating a strategic objection as to how one can object to future plans. Should 
the attendees submit such an objection to example Arcus GIBB regarding phase 2, it 
can be assumed that they will respond by saying “sorry, but we are not assessing 
phase 2”.  
 
Nina Wozniak responded that saying that both SiVEST and Eskom mentioned the 
future expansion and if it is talked about, then surely it is planned and will take place, 
even in 50 years time. 
 
Dave Blair said that he is trying to understand what avenue the Conservancy could 
use to be able to secure some sort of response to your objection against future 
development. SiVEST can record it, or even make a recommendation, that should 
this project gets approved and everyone around the table agrees, that the mitigation 
will be that no more Transmission power lines to be erected through this area. That is 
as far as this EIA process can take it. 

 
4.19 Lise Dodd voiced her view that they cannot comment or make a suggestion that “the 

line can go here” as they are worried that once it is on paper, that Eskom will come 
and say “but you said it is fine”. She reiterated that it is not fine for the proposed 
Transmission power lines to cross their properties. 

 
 Deon Pilcher reiterated this comment. 
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Dean Wilson informed the attendees that should they require immediate information 
regarding the EIA for the proposed Thyspunt Nuclear Project that it can be obtained 
from Eskom’s website at www.eskom.co.za/eia, scroll down to Nuclear 1 – 
Generation. 

 
4.20 Lise Dodd informed the project team that they feel about the proposed power lines as 

what the project team will feel if a sewage farm is proposed next to their property. 
 

Dave Blair responded that their feelings are understandable and confirmed that their 
objections have been recorded.  However he wanted to know where these power 
lines can run should SiVEST need to give a recommended corridor through the EIA 
process, or will there be a gap in the corridor at the Elands River area, or can the 
Conservancy recommend an alternative route. The reason for asking this is that, 
effectively it is part of SiVEST job to consult with each and every landowner in this 
area and discuss the potential of running these power lines through the landscape. 
We are looking at a range of environmental specialist studies and it can be assumed 
that a lot of landowners will object to the power lines, but what is requested from the 
attendees is whether there is an alternative corridor or is it a out-rightly no. 

 
4.21 Nina Wozniak stated that in the report from the Department of Agriculture they said 

that the Southern Corridor is going to be impacted more by such a power line and 
they therefore recommend that the Northern Corridor be used. She enquired whether 
they can still object while a Department submitted such a comment. 

 
Dave Blair corrected Nina Wozniak by informing her that the report has been drafted 
by the Agricultural Research Council, who is one of SiVEST environmental 
specialists. Agricultural potential of various parcels of agricultural land within the 
proposed corridors and agriculture is one of the environmental impacts that SiVEST 
are assessing. 

 
4.22 Nina Wozniak mentioned that dairy farming would be affected by the EMF, and 

enquired as to how much weight such an argument has.  
 

Dave Blair replied that as mentioned previously, they are only one of the suites of 
environmental specialists assessing various environmental impacts. The assessment 
of the entire specialist team, and not just one, workshop their recommendations and 
mitigations and by using a matrix, a recommended corridor is selected. 

 
Nicolene Venter added that amongst the suites of environmental specialists is the 
Social Specialist who, during the impact phase, will have their own consultation 
process and their assessment forms part of the workshop that Dave Blair has 
mentioned. 
 
Nina Wozniak commented that the Social Specialist mentioned in their report that the 
scarcely populated area in Elands River should be avoided. It is therefore assumed 
that they will lean towards the Conservancy’s sentiment that no power lines to be 
constructed in the scarcely populated Elands River area. 
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Nicolene Venter replied that population settlement is only one of the many social 
aspects that the Social Specialists investigate. Another aspect that can be mentioned 
is “sense of place”. 

 
Dave Blair informed the attendees that he is also one of the specialists and will be 
writing a specialist report on tourism. It is for this reason that the question has been 
asked as to what the Conservancy’s plans are for the area especially in terms of 
lodges, investment, etc, that is critical information and are important and by receiving 
such information is what determines SiVEST’s approach in planning the corridors. 

 
4.23 Lise Dodd enquired where is this process leaving them now, e.g just an empty space 

in the routing, what happens then. 
 

Dave Blair replied that that is a very good question, and in this phase of the EIA he 
might give a wrong answer now. SiVEST need to request the Conservancy’s blanket 
objection, and as a professional, independent environmental specialist team, we need 
to evaluate whether that objection is valid or not. This evaluation will be done in 
conjunction with the National Department of Environmental Affairs as to whether there 
are grounds for the objections or whether the impact(s) raised could be mitigated. 
Mitigation is a critical thing of what the EIA process is meant to do. There are 
incidents where the EIA recommend “don’t do it”, but there is always a mitigation 
possibility even with a fatal flow by either move the site or change the design etc. 
There is always a mitigation that can be achieved that may make the impact 
acceptable, not that it change the impact. 
 
This is where SiVEST would like to end the meeting by asking what mitigation 
measures can SiVEST and the Conservancy agrees upon that would make the visual 
impact acceptable. If the mitigation measure is to “put it out of our view shed”, then 
SiVEST can scientifically prove that the power lines is out of the Conservancy’s view 
shed. Should the Conservancy’s mitigation recommendation be that the servitude 
right that would be accrued to Eskom never to be widen, SiVEST can record it as 
such and that could become one of the requirements of the Environmental 
Authorisation. It could also form part of Eskom’s servitude agreement. 
 
Dean Wilson said that, to add to Dave Blair’s early query, should this project be 
approved, where would the Conservancy recommend the power lines be placed, 
taking the size of the tower structure into consideration and it is preferred that the 
power lines follows a straight line as far as possible as not only are bent towers 
expensive, they are visually intrusive. 

 
4.24 Serge Smetrys commented that the point was raised as a previous meeting regarding 

the graphics of the tower structure that was included in the Background Information 
Document, whether intentionally or not, as a technical person he picked up that the 
graphic design is not a true reflection of what the structures will look like. The main 
concern of the Conservancy is that should the lines traverse through the Elands River 
area, it will be a disgrace to the area. 
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 Post-meeting note: 
 A graphical copy of the various tower types that could be use in the construction of a 

400kV Transmission power line is attached as Annexure A. It also need to be noted 
that these graphics were included in the draft Environmental Scoping Report as well 
as in the final Environmental Scoping Report of which both these Reports were 
available at various public places through the study area as well as on SiVEST and 
Eskom’s websites. 

  
4.25 Lise Dodd enquired regarding MTO’s viewpoint, to which Mark Dodd responded that 

MTO made the mistake by providing suggestions to SiVEST as to where the lines 
could possibly be accommodated. SiVEST will not get an alternative corridor from the 
Conservancy at the FGM other than to what was said already and that is to move the 
power station to where the power is needed and move the power lines to that area as 
well. 

 
4.26 Mark Dodd stated that they feel threatened and put under pressure by the project 

team for requesting their inputs as to where the power lines could go should the 
project go ahead. He made reference to comments made such as “talk to us now as 
you can still influence where the power lines can go, if not the power lines can be 
placed anywhere where the team want to”. 

 
Dave Blair requested the Conservancy to make suggestions as to how the EIA 
process needs to be run. From SiVEST perspective they are trying to be transparent 
and try to engage possibly affected parties up front regarding the corridors and this 
open and transparent consultation process is by no means to threaten the 
Conservancy Members at all. 
 

4.27 Mark Dodd indicated that he accept the response. However, it was made clear to the 
project team that at this FGM, the Conservancy will not make any suggestions or 
recommendations regarding an alternative should it need to go through the 
Conservancy. 

 
Dave Blair reiterated his opening statement that the corridor will not go through the 
Elands River Conservancy. 

 
4.28 Searge Smetrys confirmed that the Conservancy and SiVEST agreed that ideally the 

power lines must not be visible from the Conservancy and the wilderness area. 
 
4.29 Mark Dodd confirmed that it was also said that not only the Conservancy Members 

not to be affected, but everyone in the Valley. 
 

Dave Blair informed the Conservancy Members that SiVEST has consulted with MTO 
at the highest level and a corridor has been agreed, in principle, to make use of their 
fire breaks. 
 
Mark Dodd then enquired whether MTO’s northern or southern fire breaks are being 
referred to. 
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Dave Blair responded that SiVEST is looking at both but MTO has to assess their 
planting / growth potential on the southern slope of their property before further 
discussions can take place. MTO could indicate that only their northern fire break is a 
feasible option. 
 

4.30 Nina Wozniak summarized that there are two key issues: 

• SiVEST’s proposing where they want to go (corridor through MTO) and not to 
traverse the Conservancy area. 

• Future development of Nuclear-1, which is a major concern and the fact that the 
technical engineer let this information slipped out has forced the Conservancy 
Members to rethink the Transmission power line issue. 

Appreciation was expressed towards SiVEST for being here and being transparent 
and it was reiterated that there must be an agreement that no further development 
must impact upon the Conservancy. 
 

4.31 Joyce Mashiteng informed the attendees that Nina Wozniak’s last request sounded 
reasonable and that could form the basis for servitude discussion, especially in terms 
of “conditions”. In terms of the EIA process, especially where the team we are 
engaging, in particular possibly affected landowners, through an independent 
process, it is key that the Conservancy also come up with recommendations. She 
reiterated that the Conservancy must not have an approach of “we are not going to 
participate” as this could only negatively impact on the process. 

 
Nina Wozniak stated that the comment made is the old threat that they are hearing. 
She referred to a statement made after Deon Pilcher enquired whether landowners 
will be expropriated should they refuse, to which the reply was “yes”, and that is when 
they saw red lights. 
 
Joyce Mashiteng replied that the response given regarding expropriation is correct 
and must not be taken as a threat as that is part of the servitude negotiations and the 
absolute last resort that Eskom wants to take. In terms of the EIA Regulations, DEA is 
the competent authority that will make the final decision and their decision will be 
based on the EIA work that has been done and the recommendation submitted by 
SiVEST. At the end of the day, a decision has to be taken. 
Dean Wilson responded that Joyce Mashiteng’s comment was not a threat but is an 
activity / assumption that can happen in terms of the EIA process. He informed the 
Conservancy Members that the EIA process is clearly defined and that the field 
studies by the independent environmental specialists / scientists needs to be 
completed before they can submit their recommendations. At the end of the day a 
decision has to be taken and this decision is based on real issues that have been 
raised such and visual impacts, impact on tourism, etc. 

  
Nina Wozniak commented that, based on experience of scientific studies done for the 
Nelson Mandela Bay University, scientists can be used in different directions and 
even be bought by the proponent, therefore the above-mentioned comment regarding 
independent specialists / scientist cannot be valid. They are appointed to fulfill a task 
and are prior biased to what they need to do. 
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4.32 Mark Dodd summarized the Conservancy’s comments as follows: 

• Firstly, it would be for Eskom Generation to investigate an alternative site for the 
proposed Nuclear Power Plant Station  

• Secondly, no Transmission power lines to traverse the Conservancy area 
affecting their view and tourism activities. 

 
4.33 Mark Dodd commented that the Elands River Conservancy consists of 12 000 ha, at 

this point in time, and will increase in future. Currently 30 landowners registered with 
the Conservancy and as was previously mentioned by Deon Pilcher, as people 
becomes aware of what the Conservancy stands for and want to achieve, this number 
will grow. It is important to note that no further development in terms of power lines 
could be allowed. This applies not to the Conservancy boundaries but is inclusive of 
the whole of the Elands River Valley.  It was also commented that MTO only owns 11 
000ha and already the Conservancy exceed in terms of land-holding. 

 
4.34 Nina Wozniak explained that her mistrust in the Thyspunt process is due to the fact 

that Eskom announced through the media that the Nuclear project is on hold and then 
to learn that it is actually not on hold due to the EIA processes proceeding for the 
Nuclear and power line projects. It created the impression that Eskom is trying to 
blindfold the public. 

 
  

Mark Dodd added that it is press articles (rightly or wrongly) such as mentioned by 
Nina Wozniak that causes suspicions by the public, and is perceived that it was done 
deliberately. 
 
Lise Dodd commented that the Conservancy has lost two months of preparation due 
to the press release. 
 
Nicolene Venter informed the attendees that shortly after information was received 
regarding the press release, SiVEST issued a letter to all registered I&APs informing 
them that the EIA process is proceeding. 
 
Serge Smetrys acknowledged the part SiVEST played in keeping them informed, but 
the key point is that Eskom never made a national statement after their media 
announcement. 

  
Dave Blair recommends that the Eskom team take message regarding the public’s 
mistrust and a possible media follow-up on their Nuclear project to Eskom’s top 
management.  
 

4.35 Lise Dodd commented that the Conservancy raised in their report so many questions, 
especially relating to the Nuclear Power Station, and the no responses are 
forthcoming. Reference was also made to the Transmission power line project cost 
(overall) and some of these questions were submitted to Eskom directly.  
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Dave Blair responded that the comment raised is a very valid one and informed the 
attendees that all comments raised by I&APs regarding the Nuclear-1 Project and 
Eskom strategic comments / requests were captured in the I&RR and forwarded to 
Eskom as previously explained. SiVEST does not have the mandate to respond on 
Eskom’s behalf or on behalf of Arcus GIBB in terms of the Nuclear-1 Project. 
 
Thamsanqa Ngcobo replied that at the previous FGM held at Ankervas Primary 
School he did respond to the question raised regarding costing, and to reconfirm his 
response he can only provide a bulk figure as he does not have the mandate to 
divulge sensitive financial information to the public. The figure mentioned for 
constructing overhead Transmission power lines was R3b and should it be 
constructed underground the cost figure needs to be multiplied by 10. 

 
4.36 Nina Wozniak stated that their comments as provided in their report could not be 

found in any of the Annexures of the Scoping Report and the project team was 
informed that the Conservancy spent numerous hours compiling and reviewing the 
report.  
 
Mark Dodd corrected Nina Wozniak’s statement by saying that the Report and 
comments are in the Scoping Report. 

 
4.37 Serge Smetrys commented that the Open Day Discussion Document that was 

distributed, which contained the comments raised at the Van Staden’s meeting, was 
incomplete as not all the questions / comments raised that evening are not reflected 
in the document.  
 
Nicolene Venter responded that the matter will be investigated and feedback provided 
in the draft minutes of this meeting. She also requested Serge Smetrys that should he 
recall, off hand, any the key issues raised, to please submit it to SiVEST. The reason 
behind sending out draft minutes of a meeting was provided and in summary it 
provides the attendees at that meeting to verify that their comments / concerns have 
been captured correctly, and if not, submit a written rectification of what was said on 
that particular point. 

 
4.38 Nina Wozniak further raised the issue that the comments / recommendations 

submitted in the Conservancy’s report is not captured in the I&RR. 
 
Nicolene Venter informed the attendees that the I&RR is a summary of issues raised 
by I&APs and that comments / issues raised such as included in the Conservancy’s 
report are not transcribed or copied into the I&RR but rather the key issues listed. 
However, the attendees would have noticed, as was done with a number of 
comments received, that the I&RR makes reference to where the detailed 
comment(s) / concern(s) can be obtained (Annexure reference). This methodology is 
used to avoid the I&RR becoming too detailed. 
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4.39 Serge Smetrys enquired who is SiVEST contact regarding the tourism assessment. 
He mentioned that Graham Curly needs to be one of the key people. 
Dave Blair replied that they have a suite of tourism authorities that are on the 
database which includes various level of employees from the CEO to reserve 
managers e.g. Groendal Nature Reserve.  

 
4.40 Mark Dodd requested an electronic copy of the minutes. 
  

Post-meeting note: 
 The CD will be delivered during the public participation team’s field trip planned for 

the week of 16 November 2009. Contact will be made prior to delivery. 
 
4.41 Thamsanqa Ngcobo raised his concern regarding the fact that questions raised 

regarding the Nuclear-1 Project has not been responded to, and understands that it 
adds to the frustration experienced by the Conservancy. He recommended to the 
Conservancy to register as an I&AP directly with the Arcus GIBB, EIA consultants, as 
this might be the cause for the problems experienced regarding responses. It will be 
to the Conservancy’s advantage to engage directly with Arcus GIBB. He committed to 
relay this message to the Generation project team. 

 
4.42 Nina Wozniak enquired as to how this engagement being foreseen. 

 
Joyce Mashiteng replied that after registering as an I&AP, she recommends that the 
Conservancy requests a formal meeting with the EIA consultant and take the process 
from there. 

 
4.43 Mark Dodd commented that the SiVEST and Eskom has 8 to 5 jobs and get paid to 

do be at the meeting while some of the Conservancy Members have 2 to 3 jobs and 
does not get compensated for attending meetings or working through huge volume of 
reports. Reference was also made to various other EIAs taking place in the area that 
is following similar processes that they also need attend to. 

 
4.44 Joyce Mashiteng enquired whether the Conservation can recommend a different 

format in which they would prefer to be consulted with in terms of the two EIA process 
(Nuclear-1 Project and the TTLIP). 
 
Mark Dodd replied that it would help if the points raised by the Conservancy can be 
carried over to the other EIA consultants without going through registering as an 
I&AP. He also stated that it would be reassuring to know that their comments and 
concerns regarding the Nuclear 1 Project is being attended to. 

 
4.45 Lise Dodd enquired whether they, as registered I&APs on the TTLIP, are not 

automatically registered with Arcus GIBB.  
 
Nicolene Venter gave a brief summary informing the attendees that I&APs, who 
registered with SiVEST for the TTLIP, contact details are confidential and is only 
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provided to Eskom. Should SiVEST be approached by another EIA consultant for the 
information, SiVEST will request permission from the group of I&APs, before such 
information is divulged. 

 
4.46 Nina Wozniak confirmed that this meeting leaves two main concerns open and they 

are as captured under point 4.30.  
 
4.47 Dave Blair invited the Conservancy to send their understanding of the key points 

discussed at the meeting through via e-mail to SiVEST.  
 
4.48 Nina Wozniak enquired regarding the EIA time frames and made reference to 

previous time frames provided. The information received at various meetings 
regarding these time frames is what motivates their perception that the process is 
being rushed through for a decision. 

  
Dave Blair reiterated that all EIA time frames / dates provided are scheduled or 
planned and it is through the consultation process, such as with the Conservancy, 
that the time frames / dates get shifted. This EIA started in July 2008 and the 
projected time to complete the full EIA was 12 months. It was mentioned that the 
scoping phase alone took 12 months. He informed the attendees that Eskom will 
testify how frequently SiVEST notify them regarding “red flags” that need urgent 
attention, such as the corridor through the Elands River Conservancy. Reference has 
been made that through the consultation process, the public participation team 
highlight “red flags” or “key issues” to the environmental team. 

  
It is envisaged that the impact phase will be completed by May / June 2010, 
depending on the outcome of the specialist studies and the consultation process. 

  
Nina Wozniak expressed her appreciation that SiVEST are not pushed by the client to 
have the EIA process completed in a set time.  

  
Joyce Mashiteng informed the attendees that all EIA processes have initial planned 
dates and in terms of this project the time frames has been calculated by taking the 
commissioning date of the Nuclear-1 Project into consideration and work backwards. 
It was also mentioned that these planned time frames does not only include the EIA 
process but also the acquisition phase, which is the servitude negotiation process. 

 
4.49 Nina Wozniak enquired whether the members of the Conservancy will be approached 

individually or as a group. 
 
Dave Blair pointed out that SiVEST is not part of this process. 
 
Dean Wilson informed the attendees that he will approach each affected landowner 
individually and this is not a quick process. Experience has shown that during the 
negotiation process landowners have discussions among themselves as well so that 
when one landowner are in agreement with the route crossing his property, the next 
door neighbor could have difficulty with the entry point and through consultation 
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between all concerned parties, a route is defined and negotiated. He further informed 
the attendees that this is an open process and that there is no reason for any 
suspicion. 
 
Serge Smetrys informed Eskom that the Conservancy will approach their members to 
obtain a mandate whereby Eskom will only need to negotiate with their Chairman, 
Mark Dodd. 
 

5 CLOSURE AND THE WAY FORWARD 
 
Dave Blair thanked all for their valuable comments and informed them that the way forward is: 

• Distribution of the draft minutes to the attendees. It was pointed out that there is an 
internal process that needs to be followed for reviewing the minutes and these will be 
distributed as early as possible. Attendees will be required to verify the draft minutes, 
and should they believe that a comment has not been captured correctly, to rephrase 
the comment and submit it in writing to SiVEST 

• EIA process will kick-off once DEA inform SiVEST that the final Scoping Report has 
been accepted and the Plan of Study for EIA has been approved. It is anticipated that 
SiVEST will receive this letter within the following few weeks. 

• Once SiVEST receives the above-mentioned letter, and EIA Newsletter will be drafted 
and distributed to all registered I&APs informing them: 

o The commencement of the impact phase 
o The EIA process going forward 
o The consultation process to be followed 

 
The meeting was closed at 21h00. 
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Annexure A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIAGRAMME OF TOWER TYPES 
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Figure 1:  A Guyed Suspension type tower (double circuit) that requires 95m registered servitude 
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Figure 2:  Cross-rope Suspension type tower that requires 55m registered servitude 
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Figure 3:  Self-Supporting type tower (usually used on bends) that requires 47m servitude 
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Figure 4: Guyed Suspension type tower (single circuit) that requires 55m servitude 

 
 


